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Jubilee joins Pioneer
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a

bigger piece of nickel

Robin Bromby
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which has
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and needing to find a future past exploration
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north of Kalgoorlie will enter beyond Cosmos The company
to spend
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a joint venture
Nickel on a large acreage of at June 30
Emu Lake and Acra 80km
tenements near Kalgoorlie
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and also take a 10 per cent slice holdings
but
almost no investor 60 per cent interest in those
of that company
vestor profile The Kalgoorliebased projects with the right to go to
Even
though
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spending big on further explorationpotential sulphide nickel tenements Jubilee said the deal gave it
ploration at Cosmos near Leinster ments was spun out of laterite a dominant
ownership position
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tion over 140km of a potential
cerned the company did not
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opportunities in the
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